March 2017, a 5 percent increase. He reported that DWFPD responded to one building fire that was an automatic call aid with TLMFPD, performed advanced life support skills in 15 medical calls, and performed basic life support skills in 10 medical calls.

Bruns said the new agreement with TLMFPD “will eliminate a high number of responses from this station.”

Note: Ridings did not break out the number of calls made to addresses within the current larger DWFPD service area that still includes some of the Colorado Springs Fire Department Station 22 service area, addresses within the final smallest boundary of DWFPD that excludes currently serviced addresses with the City of Colorado Springs which were annexed from DWFPD, nor addresses within the service area of TLMFPD.

Ridings did not specify the number of DWFPD D and E calls within the Tri-Lakes Monument Fire Protection District (TLMFPD) to give a sense of what the DWFPD annual call demand from TLMFPD will be in 2018 and beyond. (ocn.me/v17n4.htm#dlfpd, ocn.me/v17n4.htm#tlmpd)

Neither Burns nor Ridings projected a total amount of in-district DWFPD calls for 2017 or 2018, nor did they compare any estimates with the totals of in-district DWFPD calls in previous years.

Castle did not discuss at this meeting whether an estimate for this reduced number of future in-district calls starting in 2018 was part of her analysis of future expenses for services within DWFPD will be when they have an opportunity to vote on the proposed 15-mill DWFPD property tax mill levy increase. (End Note)

The March 2017 incident report by type included: Fire – 1, Rescue and Emergency Medical Service Incident – 149, Hazardous Condition (No Fire) – 4, Service Call – 16, Good Intent – 1, Rescue and Emergency Medical Service Incident – 140, Hazardous Condition (No Fire) – 4, Service Call – 16, Good Intent – 1, Rescue and Emergency Medical Service Incident – 140.

The district is becoming a high-demand occupation across the state and for every shift. But he said that since 2015, the district has submitted, but because the grant is overfunded, the state grant match, Ackerman confirmed that the request had been
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Monument Hill Farmers Market
Every Saturday Starting May 27th 8 am-2 pm
In front of the D-38 Administration Building at 2nd and Jefferson St. in Downtown Monument. Park behind the administration building or in the Catholic Church parking lot. Playground for the kids! Many new vendors plus all your old favorites.
For information, call 592-9420.

Becoming a Host Family for only one month this summer!
Host a student from Europe. Family will receive a stipend to support activities.
Call (719) 481-4412 for details www.xploreUSA.com
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Join your Kitchen Today!
We re a small, family-owned, creative restaurant serving Tuscan fare. Competitive wage with experience. Full-time line cook with grill, fryer, salad area. 4+ rights per work, mornings off (Sund Sun. & Mon.). Please email your resume to vista0601@gmail.com.
Vista Vino Modern Grill
513 E. 2nd Street, Castle Rock, CO (719) 660-2005
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